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 Somalia’s Dimming Ray of Hope 

May 26, 2013 

 

The ray of hope in Somali reconciliation and restitution on 

federal basis is fast dimming prematurely due to the parochial 

leadership and misrule. The history of the formation of the current 

federal-turned-depraved institutions started with enthusiastic plan 

prescribed in what was called “The Somali roadmap”. This resulted 

in the setup of ad hoc lawmakers injudiciously considered to be the 

best breed, assumed to be equipped with workable qualifications 

that will lead the country on the federal path. A provisional federal 

charter endorsed by the already existing federal states and 

approved by traditional community leaders had been adopted. The 

whole country had been in the state of euphoria hoping that solid 

pillars of a Somali State had been erected that would support and pave the way for an end to the 

anarchy that had prevailed for so long. The outcome had been greeted with ambitious prospects and 

been blessed with international recognition and patronage.  

That assumption backfired and produced a rabble-rousing demagogue President, an 

obsequious premier characterized by incompetence and inaction and disarrayed lawmakers fast 

developing cracks of division on the basic issues including unilateral interpretation of provisional 

charter and breach of its provisions. 

Despite the heavy investment on 

stabilization by the international stakeholders and 

the enthusiasm of the war-weary Somali 

community, the wish for federal Somalia capable 

of putting its house in order faded away overnight.  

The lawmakers’ apprehensiveness of the 

missing role of the premier and his government’s 

missteps in handling the democratic principles 

sanctioned in the charter, the President’s double talk on the adopted federal constitution, 

sidestepping the federal constitution and adopting undemocratic policies created an atmosphere om 

mistrust among the major Somali stakeholders. The President’s alleged underhand operations 

sponsoring armed conflicts in some areas all contributed to discrediting his authority and 

undermined whatever legitimacy the AMISOM-incubated government in Mogadishu enjoyed. The 

situation reminded Somalis the deadly clan-based civil strife of 1990s. The suspicion is feeding into a 

deadly clan interpretation which had held Somalia in a state of political impasse for decades.  

Reports coming from Mogadishu show that the lawmakers are deeply divided over many 

critical issues. The President and his weak Premier are at pains to silence through bribery, 

intimidation or pledges. Now the lawmakers are in a state of disarray, questioning the AMISOM 

presence in Somalia, signing contradicting motions against the presence of the Ugandan, Djiboutian 
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contingents of the AMISOM troops, the government’s unjustified stand on the creation of Jubbaland 

State and the President’s usurpation of most constitutional powers.  

The deadlock is not confined to the federal institutions in Mogadishu. The desperation of 

Federal States wary about government’s undemocratic inclination drove a wedge between the 

government in Mogadishu on one hand and the existing autonomous federal states and the would-

be federal states on the other hand. 

The main bone of contention is Jubbaland State where a new federal state has been 

proclaimed by the local communities of three regions of the existing pre-civil-war 18 regions. A state 

president was democratically elected by 850 delegates and prominent community leaders from 

different clans in these regions. The birth of Jubbaland Federal State has been a step to the right 

direction that would set an example for the democratization of the country and would have lent 

credence to federal institutions in Mogadishu. 

The government in Mogadishu had been invited to patronize the event in accordance with 

the provisions of the constitution. Contrary to the expectations, the government in Mogadishu had 

not only denounced the feat, but tried to abort the drive by sending loyal warlords to intervene, 

disrupt it or re-ignite the usual clan wars that these regions had been recovering from. This has 

undermined the government’s legitimacy in the eyes of the Somali public, polarized the Somali 

society along clan lines and irreparably harmed the reconciliation efforts envisioned. 

Demonstrations against the government’s cliquish and biased manipulations were held 

throughout Jubbaland urban centers on May 25th, 2013. Demonstrators accused that the 

government in Mogadishu is pumping funds to sow seed of dissention among the communities in 

Jubbaland. In a press statement issued on May 24, the new Jubbaland Administration showed a 

concern on the insecurity sponsored and transferred from Mogadishu. The statement said, “Despite 

the IGAD communique of the 22nd Extra-ordinary session on the situation in Somalia, Mogadishu is 

still provoking the Jubbaland Administration to catalyse insecurity, hostility among the clans…”  

Other demonstrations against the government in Mogadishu and in support of the birth of 

Jubbaland State are currently taking place in the main cities of Puntland namely, Galkaio, Garowe, 

Bossasso and elsewhere. 

The government in 

Mogadishu is unlikely to mend 

its inequitable ways. The 

current stalemate showcases 

the government’s 

incompetence and colossal 

political failure. Its untimely 

mea culpa, it at all proffered, 

will fail to soothe the growing 

grudge against the 

government’s lope-sided 

policies. The belief that the 

government is backtracking on 
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the federal doctrine and destabilizing the existing federal states puts it on wrong footing and wasting 

any progress achieved in the political arena. Somalia braces for government-induced communal 

strife which will lead to further disintegration and uncertainty. The prevailing situation will definitely 

inspire the now debilitated Al-Shabab extremists who will try to cash in on the stalemate. This 

government-sponsored civil war may first start in Jubbaland, then possibly in Shabeelle regions, Bay 

and Bakol regions and Hiranland, all of which have their genuine legitimate grievances and 

disappointment about the government’s mishandling of the federal affairs. 


